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PERSONAL POWER PROFILE

Contributed by Marcus Maier, Chapman University 

Instructions: Below is a list of statements that may be used in describing behaviors that people in work 
organizations can direct toward others with whom they work. First, carefully read each descriptive 
statement, thinking in terms of how you prefer to influence others. Mark the number that most closely 
represents how you feel. Use the following numbers for your answers. 

5 Strongly Agree 
4 Agree 
3 Neither agree nor disagree 
2 Disagree 
1 Strongly disagree 
 
To influence others, I would prefer to  
1. ___ Increase their pay level 
2. ___ Make them feel valued 
3. ___ Give undesirable job assignments 
4. ___ Make them feel like I approve of them 
5. ___ Make them feel they have commitments to meet 
6. ___ Make them feel personally accepted 
7. ___ Make them feel important 
8. ___ Give them good technical suggestions 
9. ___ Make the work difficult for them 
10. ___ Share my experience and/or training 
11. ___ Make things unpleasant here 
12. ___ Make being at work distasteful 
13. ___ Influence their getting a pay increase 
14. ___ Make them feel like they should satisfy their job requirements 
15. ___ Provide them with sound job-related advice 
16. ___ Provide them with special benefits 
17. ___ Influence their getting a promotion 
18. ___ Give them the feeling the they have responsibilities to fulfill 
19. ___ Provide them with need technical knowledge 
20. ___ Make them recognize that they have tasks to accomplish 
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Scoring: Using the grid below, insert your scores from the 20 questions and proceed as follows: Reward 
power—sum your response to items 1, 13, 16, and 17 and divide by 4. Coercive power—sum your 
response to items 3, 9, 11, and 12 and divide by 4. Legitimate power—sum your response to questions 5, 
14, 18 and 20 and divide by 4. Referent Power—sum your response to questions 2, 4, 6, and 7 and divide 
by 4. Expert Power—sum your response to questions 8, 10, 15, and 19 and divide by 4.

Reward Coercive Legitimate Referent Expert
1 3 4 2 8
13 9 14 4 10
16 11 18 6 15
17 12 20 7 19

total
Divide by 4

Interpretation: A high score (4 and greater) on any of the five dimensions of power implies that you 
prefer to influence others by employing that particular form of power. A low score (2 or less) implies that 
you prefer not to employ this particular form of power to influence others. This represents your power 
profile. Your overall power position is not reflected by the simple sum of the power derived from each of 
the five sources. Instead, some combinations of power are synergistic in nature—they are greater than 
the simple sum of their parts. For example, referent power tends to magnify the impact of other power 
sources because these other influence attempts are coming from a “respected” person. Reward power 
often increases the impact of referent power, because people generally tend to like those who give them 
things that they desire. Some power combinations tend to produce the opposite of synergistic effects, 
such that the total is less than the sum of the parts. Power dilutions frequently accompanies the use of (or 
threatened use of) coercive power.
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Situation #1—Zynga and Mark Pincus 
 
Your Call: Which of the five sources of power do you think Pincus represents? Do you think you could 
follow his example? 
 
“He has built a machine,” says venture capitalist marc Andreessen. “Google is a tightly wired business 
machine. Microsoft is a tightly wired business machine. Apple is too. Zynga is very much in the mold of 
those other companies.” 
 
The “he” Andreessen is talking about is Mark Pincus, CEO of Zynga, the social-gaming company that 
offers the online hit titles Farmville, CityVille, and Draw Something. Zynga makes money by offering 
games for free and then charging for virtual items, such as a puppy, horse, or barn in Farmville, that are 
“avidly hoarded by collectors, competitive players and obsessives.” 
 
With a degree in economics from University of Pennsylvania, jobs in banking and an MBA from Harvard, 
Pincus moved to San Francisco in 1995. He started five companies and invested in many more. He 
started Zynga in 2007. 
 
In August, 2010, while trying to negotiate a five-year partnership with Facebook, Pincus demanded a 
face-to-face meeting with Mark Zuckerburg. During the course of three marathon meetings, Pincus 
convinced the Facebook CEO that adding Zynga’s games would help Facebook gain users and revenue. 
“He is a we’re going to make this happen or else type of person,” says former Google CEO Eric Schmidt, 
who negotiated with Pincus earlier about Googles’ taking a small stake in Zynga. “He is a fearsome, 
strong negotiator.” 
 
Pincus, says Zuckerburg, “can deal with the pain of any short-term hit, to power through and get to 
where he wants to go.” One result is that Pincus has frequently clashed with board members and 
employees at companies he founded. He reportedly alienated some Zynga staffers by pushing them to 
work long hours and in a few cases even asking some founding team members to return equity (stakes 
in the company) because their potential rewards didn’t match what they were contributing.” Mark 
didn’t get where he is by being a softie,” says one former employee. 
 
What explains this kind of intensity? Perhaps it came about because “I reached the point when I was 28 
or 29 and…I literally thought my career was washed up. I just thought I had made a series of wrong 
decisions.” Pincus says, “A lot of times, I think, you become an entrepreneur when you feel like you have 
nothing else to lose.” The period of uncertainty began to crystallize for him that “my passion was 
creating consumer servicers that would change people’s lives that would change people’s lives—
internet treasure—products that people can’t remember fife before, or they can’t imagine life 
without…. That’s the cellphone. That’s Google. I hope it’s Zynga.” 
 
From his early experience, Pincus learned that the most important thing is “know what your goal is, 
because if you don’t…, you will definitely never achieve it.” At Zynga, the goal is to not only provide 
users with entertainment but also to enhance the relationships in their lives. “I challenge our product 
teams that our games should let you meet one new person a day. We are getting there. People are 
getting married through it. It’s a whole new way to date. What I hope is that we create one of those 
forever brands and experiences like Google, that people look for in their lives.” 
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Situation #2—To Delay or Not to Delay 
 
You have been hired by a vice president of a national company to create an employee attitude survey, 
to administer it to all employees, and to interpret the results. You have known this vice president for 
over 10 years and have worked for her on several occasions. She trusts and likes you, and you trust and 
like her. You have completed your work and now are ready to present the findings and your 
interpretations to the vice president’s management team.  
 
The vice president has told you that she wants your honest interpretation of the results, because she is 
planning to make changes based on the results. Based on this discussion, your report clearly identifies 
several strengths and weaknesses that need to be addressed. For example, employees feel that they are 
working too hard and that management does not care about providing good customer service. At the 
meeting you will be presenting the results and your interpretations to a group of 15 managers. You also 
have known most of these managers for the last 5 years. 
 
You show up for the presentation armed with slides, handouts, and specific recommendations. Your 
slides are loaded on the computer, and most of the participants have arrived. They are drinking coffee 
and telling you how excited they are about hearing your presentation. You also are excited to share your 
insights.  
 
Ten minutes before the presentation is set to begin, the vice president takes you out of the meeting 
room and says she wants to talk with you about your presentation. The two of you go to another office, 
and she closes the door. She then tells you that her boss’s boss decided to come to the presentation 
unannounced. She feels that he is coming to the presentation solely looking for negative information in 
your report. He does not like the vice president and want to replace her with one of his friends.  
 
If you present your results as planned, it will provide this person with the information he needs to create 
serious problems for the vice president. Knowing this, the vice president asks you to find some way to 
postpone your presentation. You have 10 minutes to decide what to do. 
 
Who has the power in this situation? 
 
What type of power is it? 
 
If you were the consultant, what would you do? 
 
 
Situation #3—The Copy Machine 
 
Mary went to the copy machine to make some copies and found an interesting document on the glass 
that someone had left behind. Being curious, she looked at the document and realized that it 
summarized the salaries of everyone in her department. 
 
Mary was more than surprised when she realized that a couple people, whom she considered to be 
slackers made more than she!  She makes the copies she needs and heads back to her desk with the 
document. 
 
Now that she had the information and the document, what should she do? What kind of power is this? 
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Situation #4—Witch hunt or bad management? Salt Lake City Public Library 

Just what will happen next is anyone's guess in the story at the Salt Lake City Public Library and the 
widespread employee unhappiness with the director since 2008, Beth Elder. Here are a few things that 
seem strange to me in this situation. 

First, though the library board members chosen by the Salt Lake City Mayor's office have deep influence 
on the direction of the library, none of my sources inside the SLCPL system know the board members. 
Often managers know the board members names', but several that spoke to me couldn't tell me the 
board members' reputations nor their allegiances. Many people told me that for literally decades 
familiarizing oneself with the board members seemed unnecessary because there was such faith in long-
time director Nancy Tessman. That makes some sense. On the other hand, many employees and 
managers say the staff unhappiness began in 2008 when Elder was hired and has only grown since then, 
so it seems strange to me that people haven't done their homework on who these board members are.  

Elder's contract is up for review soon. Only the board can fire her or choose to resign a new contract. 

The other big strangeness is that I never got a very satisfying or clear answer from library leadership to 
what I see as the central question of this story. In early 2009, managers took a symbolic vote in which 
several sources who voted told me they overwhelmingly voted "no confidence" in Elder's leadership. 
Commenting on that vote, library board president Hugh Gillilan told me the first mediator/ 
facilitator/consultant, Helen Reddick, was hired to try to allay hard feelings. Everyone agrees it didn't 
work; in fact, that vote of no confidence was taken at a meeting with Reddick.  

Gillilan told me--and Elder was relayed this version of events and did not make any corrections--that a 
second contractor, Needham, was then hired, and mediating a better relationship between Elder and 
staff was only a part of his goals. A larger part of his mission was to assess the system's management 
structure and make recommendations about how to improve it. After that, the controversial reshuffling 
occurred and both Elder and Gillilan admit that implementation--at least in the short term--was sure to 
create more hard feelings in the no-one-likes-change sort of way.  

So here's the central question: how did that evolution occur? Why was one consultant hired primarily to 
smooth things over only to be replaced by a new consultant whose recommendations were sure to 
rough things up? Did leadership come to believe that the unhappiness was intractable and not able to 
be relieved? Was there a calculation that the proposed reorganization was more valuable than any 
individual manager--or group of managers--who might resign or retire in response?  

Gillilan was very unspecific in his response to this line of questioning. "You've got to look at the greater 
good;"  was one thing he said, continuing that "Unhappiness among some staff can't be the key 
ingredient. ... I would hope that every member in the organization is thoroughly satisfied, but that's not 
realistic." Which, to me, sounds basically like you've got to break some eggs to make an omelet.  

Strangely, Elder, in a separate interview, gave a strikingly different response that seems contradictory, at 
least to me (you be the judge). She said implementing Needham's report was an effort to address the 
root causes of the unhappiness among managers and "not treat the symptoms, but let's look deeper." 
For example, assistant manager positions at branches were eliminated to create full-time, management-
level "outcome leads" who focus on implementing broad strategic goals, for example to oversee the 
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system's efforts in terms of technology. Before the shakeup, it seemed to be everyone and no one's job 
to implement these strategic goals, Elder told me, leading to manager frustration. So Elder argued that 
the reorganization--while it will cause anxiety at first--will allay staff unhappiness in the long-term, 
something Gillilan didn't even get close to mentioning. 

So, which is it? The two most powerful people in the system gave what seem to me to be very different 
responses. How do you, dear reader, interpret these comments?  

Underscoring this strangeness, while Gillilan and Elder discuss what portion of employees are unhappy--
it's my judgment that a critical mass, at least, is very unhappy--they've made no efforts to measure this 
unhappiness. No polls. No employee round tables. No "evening with the director" events. And certainly 
not an open-door policy in which employees can direct complaints or concerns to any person in 
leadership of the organization (a human resources policy I've had in most employee handbooks at most 
of my employers that, I thought, was really standard-issue HR stuff). Indeed, Needham recommended 
and the board approved a one-way complaint system: Employees complain to their own managers, 
managers complain only to Elder--no one but Elder communicates with the Board.  

I asked Gillilan: If you did a poll of current managers--which you haven't done--and again found that "no 
confidence" in Elder is nearly a unanimous sentiment, would you care? Would you do anything in 
particular? Would you change directions? "Obviously we would be concerned," he said. "But we'd want 
to ferret out the reasons. ... To vote 'no confidence' is a heavy brush to throw around. What does it 
really mean? Why? As a board member, I would want to have more indications as to specifics that 
justified such criteria."  

That leads back to complaints from Gillilan and Elder that those who are complaining are doing so only 
anonymously--with the exception of retired and former employees, as well as the Library Employees 
Organization, or LEO, president. That then circles back to the widespread employee and management 
complaint that they fear retaliation. How that will be resolved--if it will be--is a mystery.  

Salt Lake City Councilman Soren Simonsen's wife, Heather Simonsen, who resigned recently after having 
a baby, defends Elder. She calls the unhappiness and anonymous complaints a "witch hunt."

Situation #5—Vacation choices 

Two employees of the support staff have requested the same two-week vacation period. They are the 
only two trained to carry out an essential task using a complex computer software program that cannot 
be mastered quickly. You have encouraged others to learn this process so there is more backup for the 
position, but heavy workloads have prevented this from occurring. 

Situation #6—Sales Manager raise 

A sales manager has requested a raise because there are now two salespeople on commission earning 
higher salaries. The work performance of this individual currently does not merit a raise of the amount 
requested, mostly due to the person turning in critical reports late and missing a number of days of 
work. The person’s sales group is one of the highest rated in the organization but this may be the result 
of having superior individuals assigned to the team, rather than to the effectiveness of the manager. 
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Situation #7—Copy machine use 

It has become obvious that the copy machine located in a customer service area is being used for a 
variety of personal purposes, including reproducing obscene jokes. A few copies have sometimes been 
found lying on or near the machine at the close of the business day. You have mentioned the matter 
briefly in the organization’s employee newsletter but recently you have noticed an increase in the 
activity. Most of the office staff seems to be involved. 

Situation #8—Piercings and tattoos 

Three complaints have filtered upward to you from long-term employees concerning a newly hired 
individual. This person has a pierced nose and a visible tattoo. The work performance of the individual is 
adequate and the person does not have to see customers; however, the employees who have 
complained allege that the professional appearance of the office area has been compromised. 

Situation #9—Flex-time problems 

The organization has a flex-time schedule format that requires all employees to work the core hours of 
10 am to 3 pm, Monday through Friday. Two department managers have complained that another 
department does not always maintain that policy. The manager of the department in question has 
responded by citing recent layoffs and additional work responsibilities as reasons for making exceptions 
to policy. 

Situation #10—Romantic Mid-days 

It has come to your attention that a manager and a subordinate in the same department are having a 
romantic affair openly in the building. Both are married to other people. They have been taking 
extended lunch periods, yet both remain beyond quitting time to complete their work. Colleagues have 
begun to complain that neither is readily available mid-day and that they do not return messages in a 
timely manner. 

Situation #11—Disability discrimination 

Two loyal department managers are concerned that a newly hired manager who is wheelchair-bound 
has been given too much in the way of accommodations beyond what is required by the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. They have requested similar changes to make their own work lives easier. Specifically, 
they cite office size and location on the building’s main floor as points of contention. 
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